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The B.C. aquaculture industry is the victim of a
multi-million-dollar American-funded
“demarketing” campaign, says researcher Vivian
Krause.
Krause used to work as a manager for fish
farming company Nutreco, but now lives in
North Vancouver with her family.
She hasn’t worked for the industry since 2007,
and says she is doing her research and raising
the issue as a “concerned citizen.”
She’s tired of seeing the industry attacked and
has been researching its critics. She presented
her research to council on Tuesday, in the hope
it would inspire the city to get involved, or at
least be more aware of the conflicts over
aquaculture.
“It seems to me that unless there’s some
unusual intervention, things will remain the
same,” she said.
Krause presented council with two research
papers she’s prepared which show how many of
the environmental groups speaking against
aquaculture are funded by American foundations
and organizations with an interest in promoting
the Alaskan wild salmon fishery.

Researcher Vivian Krause spoke to city council this week, explaining
how her research shows an organized campaign funded by American
interests to damage the market for B.C. fish farm products.
Grant Warkentin/The Mirror
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She said that B.C. salmon farms have been
targeted for “demarketing,” when one company
promotes its product by pointing out the flaws in its competitor’s product.

Text

One of her slides shown to council featured Apple’s “I’m a Mac, and I’m a PC” advertising campaign as
an example of demarketing.
The reasons for the campaign are purely financial, she said.
“The rise of salmon farming had devastating market impacts on the commercial fishing industry,
especially in Alaska,” she says in her paper titled Sea Lice Research: Science or Marketing? “As
restaurants and grocers switched to farmed salmon over the 1990s, fishermen lost some of their prime
markets and the value of Alaskan ‘wild’ salmon collapsed.
“The Alaska Fisheries Office reported, ‘Alaska salmon continues to fall well short of the fine quality of
farmed Atlantic salmon.’”
Krause said that since 2003, when the campaigns against farmed salmon gained momentum, many
stores and restaurants have switched to sell wild salmon.
www.WhiteSpot.ca/Italian_Specials

And since then, she added, the value of Alaskan wild salmon sold has increased from $125 million in
2002 to $409 million in 2008. Her research also establishes financial links between the University of
Alberta’s Centre for Mathematical Biology, which has done studies on how sea lice around salmon
farms affect wild salmon runs, and American foundations and organizations, and also with B.C.
environmental groups.
http://www.bclocalnews.com/vancouver_island_north/campbellrivermirror/news/90969459.html
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environmental groups.
Council didn’t have much to offer Krause.
Mayor Charlie Cornfield pointed out that with the upcoming changes to the industry – which is being
shifted to fall under the jurisdiction of the federal government – the city will have less opportunity to get
involved.
The federal government does not recognize the city as a level of government, and they will not be
invited to consultations about fisheries and aquaculture issues, he said.
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All of Krause’s research is available on her website www.fair-questions.com
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Steve_Wallace 8 hours ago
2 people liked this.

A message to the critics of Ms. Krause: Why are you so concerned with where Ms. Krause lives or how
much money she makes? If you do not believe her claims, you should investigate rather than assume or
insinuate. How ridiculous you would devote such time and energy to such nonsense instead of reviewing
her research. (and here's where I'll make an assumption of my own: you haven't read all the information
Ms. Krause has supplied, have you?) You don't seem to want to comment on the content or the accuracy
of her work; why? I think we know why. Where Ms. Krause lives or how she makes a living or if she sings
karaoke doesn't change the facts uncovered in her investigations.
Your treatment of Ms. Krause on a personal level is deplorable, and your blatant disregard for the facts is
nothing new.
Like

Flag

editor_crmirror

11 hours ago
2 people liked this.

Okay folks. I've just deleted a comment because of a personal insult. Vivian Krause has opened herself up
to scrutiny about her own finances because she raised that issue vis a vis Alex Morton. That's fine if you
don't believe her. But I'm putting you all on notice that we will not be calling each other names on this
forum. Keep the dialogue civilized or it will be removed. These are contentious issues and childish name
calling does nothing to further the public's understanding of them.
Like

Flag

kathywarth 11 hours ago in reply to editor_crmirror
I apologize. You're up early!
Like

Flag

VivianKrause 4 days ago
3 people liked this.

As I told City Council, I worked in the salmon farming industry in 2002 and 2003. In 2007, I also did two
short consultancies for the salmon farming industry for which I was paid a total of $17,750. I have not
worked for the salmon farming industry since July of 2007.
http://www.bclocalnews.com/vancouver_island_north/campbellrivermirror/news/90969459.html
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During our correspondence last June, Alexandra Morton asked me about how I make my living. You can
read my answers to her: http://fairquestions.typepad.com/fishfarmfuss/2...
For more about why I believe that my questions are important and fair, see:
http://fairquestions.typepad.com/fishfarmfuss/2...
For more about why others aren't asking these questions and why I am, see:
http://fairquestions.typepad.com/fishfarmfuss/2...
If anyone has questions after reading all that, fire away!
The link to my blog is www.fair-questions.com
Like

Flag

Layman 11 hours ago in reply to VivianKrause
I did go to your site, I read some but not "all that".
You can do all of this work and not be paid? How does your daughter afford schooling? Why
wouldn't the aquaculture people aid you in this arduous endeavor? How much is your rent? Do you
own a car? Where did you stay when you came to Campbell River? Who paid for that?
Answer away Vivian!
Like

Flag

heatherolney 10 hours ago in reply to Layman
1 person liked this.

Layman : If you read some of Krause's website you also should have read Morton's comment
that the Orca Chief does not have a packing license. Morton also states this on her twitter Blog.
That is a very nice piece of misinformation that Morton consistantly likes to put out in the media.
My husband runs the Orca Chief and it is not a DFO licensed packer requiring a D license to
pack salmon as Morton likes to claim. It falls under a totally different area and in fact doesn't
have to display a license. It does have to have a transfer permit for EVERY fish move. Typical
of Morton lies.
Like

Flag

mikegerald 13 hours ago in reply to VivianKrause
Seems like you do a lot of work for an industry you say you don't work for, Vivian.
Like

Flag

heatherolney 4 days ago
1 person liked this.

Layman, Vivian Krause did research on Raincoast which is Morton. You all refute Krause and her
research, insult her etc and that's just dandy isn't it till someone points out the truth of the matter. Morton
is the one promoting the doing away with fish farms. Krause is promoting their value yet she is insulted by
you, kathywarth, maleman, cpelletier who by the way according to my sources worked with Ms. Krause
within the aquaculture industry at one time. This article has a lot to do with Morton because the
background of the subject is in fact Morton & others endless campaign against fish farming. Why is Vivian
Krause targeted by all of you just because she once worked in the industry and now works tirelessly to
promote it ? kathywarth insults her by saying she must have money if she can afford to live in Vancouver.
What has her place of residence to do with her support of a viable industry. let's remember Morton also
promotes commercial fishing of our wild salmon even though some stocks are at low levels. hardly
sustainable is it ? Insult me all you want It's not the first time you've done it and I'm sure it won't be the
last either. Read floppingfreshfish.com and their glowing report on Morton and pink salmon then tell me
she isn't supported by Alaska commercial salmon fishermen. As for krause she took the trouble to do
some valuable research. Too bad the rest of you can only throw insults and not take the same trouble to
find out a little more about a subject you have no knowledge of.
Flag

http://www.bclocalnews.com/vancouver_island_north/campbellrivermirror/news/90969459.html
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heatherolney 4 days ago
1 person liked this.

Maleman, Layman : Why does Morton put so much effort into slagging the aquaculture industry if SHE isn't
paid to ? People like you want to slag an industry you know nothing about while looking down your noses
at those that defend it because they have first hand knowledge of Morton's true agenda. Where do you
think Morton is getting all the money to fund her Migration walk against aquaculture ??
Like

Flag

Layman 4 days ago in reply to heatherolney
Heather, you are the epitome of selfimport! I have read your comments about sticking to the subject
of the blog before. Unless you are reading a different article than the sober world, this has NOTHING
to do with Morton.
"People like you"? You don't know me and I was discussing the article not the industry so either you
aren't interested in the article or you just like to stir the pot.
YOU are the one always complaining about being insulted but I believe you are the one who is
always flying off the handle.
Talking about jondamvan's supposed "heroine", probably meaning Morton, was ignorant in that his
comment had nothing to do with her. He commented on Krause's website so if you can't stay on topic
please save us from your rantings!
If you now feel "insulted", you should. If you now feel you were out of line, you should. If you now
want to rail against me, perhaps you might reread the article because this isn't about Morton or have
someone else read it to you.
Like

Flag

maleman 4 days ago
Her website starts out with a disclaimer that says anything on her blog may be changed or omitted at
anytime. These facts may or may not be true?
That nasty "American" money is sure scarier than that "Norweigen" money. Do the Norweigens pay Ms.
Krause in Canadian money?
Like

Flag

heatherolney 11 hours ago in reply to maleman
1 person liked this.

maleman : Alexandra Morton has the same disclaimer on her raincoast website. She does not allow
comments she doesn't first approve to appear on her Twitter blog so it's hardly a blog is it when the
deck is stacked. What difference does it make about Krause's personal finances ? That is none of
any of our business. In fact it is totaly irrelevent to the question at hand. What is important is the fact
that Morton is paid well by foundations funded with money from American sources the biggest of
which appears to be the Alaska Commercial salmon fishermen. That it itself should raise the question
exactly why does an American come to Canada funded with American funding from the biggest
competitor for world salmon markets and endeavor on a long and nasty campaign to discredit
aquaculture ? Answer : because it is very profitable for Ms Morton to do so and the Alaska
commercial fishermen even with their over-enhanced fishery can't take the heat from a world
competitor namely fish farms. All this chat about Norwegians is irrelevent. What difference does it
make who owns the farms ? They employ Canadians. What would the rant be if they were owned by
Canadians or Americans for that matter ?. Let's remember I used to be a commercial salmon
fisherman. At that time I too concerned myself that fish farms might be stealing our commercially
caught salmon market. I also concerned myself with the fact the USA takes a huge portion of our
salmon commercially in Washington state and on the A/B line on the Alaska border and the USA
refused to sign a new treaty. All the people like Krause and myself and a few others are trying to do
is expose the truth about Morton and her background and make people stop and think for a moment
that maybe she and her supporters are more interested in financial gain than they are protecting wild
salmon . I don't believe you've ever said what it is that causes you to be so opposed to aquaculture ?
? Let's hear it.
Flag
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maleman 9 hours ago in reply to heatherolney
The truth would be nice. If Vivian's source of income is none of our business but Morton's is
then you have a bias Heather.
If the aquaculture people have to have Vivian attacking Morton to justify their MO then maybe
Vivian's source of income is relevant and your assertion that it isn't is wrong.
I find it puzzling that a person can be unemployed for three years but have the time to stalk
people instead of looking for a job. If her lifestyle doesn't require a job then maybe she has
secrets?
You'd think that someone so loyal to the industry would be found a position if they hire so many
people, unless she already has one.
That is what I think.
Like

Flag

heatherolney 8 hours ago in reply to maleman
1 person liked this.

Maleman first of all the aquaculture industry doesn't have to have Vivian stalking people as
you put it to justify anything. Secondly Morton's funding is relevant when you consider the
expense of some of her campaigns against aquaculture, lawyers to take the government to
court etc. Perhaps Vivian is just frugal, I don't know,I don't care because Vivian's income
isn't relevant to the expose of Morton's funding and income. As for Vivian stalking Morton
the truth about Morton is all over the internet and available under the privacy act. hardly
stalking is it ? Your entitled to your opinion of course but just because you choose to
believe it doesn't make it true. Are you paid to question her validity ? pobably not but I
could say I believe you are. Wouldn't make it true though would it ?? Why is it so hard to
believe she just believes the industry is unjustly crucified ? You take the time to comment
on just about every news story in the Mirror. is it because your paid to or just because you
think you have something to say worth saying ?
Like

Flag

Layman 4 days ago
Blogs, research, travel and investigating those terrible "environmentalists" on her relentless bid to defend
the aquaclulture industry she maintains that she doesn't work for.
Is it just me or does that sound untrue? Why would someone put all that time and effort into the
aquaculture industry while maintaining she isn't employed by them?
The Ministry of Lands and Agricultre was determined to keep records of fish farms secret until it became
an issue and now Vivian assures us that she isn't involved with the industry she vigorously defends. And
we aren't even in Denmark!
Like

Flag

jondamvan 4 days ago
I went to www.fair-questions.com and the first thing on it is a disclaimer stating that nothing on her blog
can be downloaded, used or perpetuated and that any or all claims made on it may be deleted or changed
at any time.
That is legal mumbo jumbo for if it is a lie you can't sue her because she has already said anything she
says can't be used against her.
She sure sounds believable after that disclaimer!
Like

Flag

heatherolney 4 days ago in reply to jondamvan
1 person liked this.

Perhaps you best check out your heroine's blog on Twitter. People commenting against her are not
allowed to post their comments unless she agrees with them which naturally means the deck is
stacked in her favour. She allows NO comments without her reading them and approving them first
which makes for a pretty boring and false dialogue.
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Like

Flag

mikegerald 4 days ago
She does a lot of research on Morton and other people that critisize the aquaculture industry for someone
that assures us she is a private citizen and has been for three years.
Why do I find a problem with that?
Like

Flag

kathywarth 4 days ago
Vivian Krause pointedly assures us that she no longer works for fish farms but as merely a "concerned
citizen" she works tirelessly on behalf of fish farms against those that would smear them.
North Vancouver is a fairly "high rent" neighbourhood for someone that now works.......where?
That is like saying "I used to work for Timberwest but now I work for Couverdon".
Since her initial declaration is dubious I see no reason to believe anything else she might say.
Like

Flag

cpelletier 4 days ago
I do not see the point of VIvian's research and I am not surprised that the Council had not much to offer
her.
Alaska is very active promoting their salmon. Nothing wrong with that. What do BC salmon farmers do to
promote theirs? They seem to spend all their time defending themselves and complaining about their
opponents. That is reactive, not proactive. That won't deliver them much. Golden rule in sales: don't
criticize your competitor. Buyers resent that and turn away from you.
When you have a fine quality product better than your competitors' (if that statement is true) you should
have no problem outcompeting them in the market. So why does not that seem to happen? Maybe Vivian
the Researcher could do some esearch on that.
Like

Flag

heatherolney 4 days ago in reply to cpelletier
By the way weren't you onetime a salesman for aquaculture ? Tell us what you did then to promote
the product ?? Why don't you go to floppingfreshfishcompany.com and read what one Alaska
commercial salmon fisherman has to say about the self proclaimed heroine Alex Morton ?
Like

Flag

cpelletier 3 days ago in reply to heatherolney
Yes I used to work for Nutreco in BC and when I was there the salmon farming company did
much better than ever before. Mostly we did it by having fun, believing in our product and by
having the desire to kick our competitors' behind. There was no whining in my team!
Like

Flag

heatherolney 3 days ago in reply to cpelletier
Perhaps you weren't constantly bombarded with the present lies and Morton hysteria. It
takes a lot of fun out of a job for those employed in the industry when they are constantly
blamed for things they are not responsible for. There is no whining now from anyone other
than Ms Morton and the Alaska commercial salmon fishermen. They are the ones who
cannot handle competition and use dirty tricks to try and eliminate the competition from fish
farms. As has been exposed and proven by Ms. Krause and her research.
Like

Flag

cpelletier 3 days ago in reply to heatherolney
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And perhaps you are wrong. It was the same by then as it is now. All the anti salmon
farming buzz was not bothering me one bit because coming from the poultry and
meat industry in Europe, I had been through all the hormones, mad cow disease and
meat and bone meal crises and Morton and co. would not keep me awake at night.
Krause may present valid facts, but they have about no clout. If you want to win a
fight, you have to keep the initiative. Morton understands that and that is why the
industry is pushed into a corner constantly. Personally I am convinced that in BC
there is plenty of room for aquaculture, that fisheries can boom again, that people can
have livelihoods and that the environment can be preserved, for as much as the
people in BC can act upon it. Forces changing the environmental conditions from far
away are beyond what we can do here, of course. All it takes is acting and making all
of the above happen. And that will not happen through partisanship. Everyone will
have to join forces, regardless of opinions.
Like

Flag

heatherolney 3 days ago in reply to cpelletier
Absolutely, but with Morton's constant critisism and the money she has behind
her people are easily swayed into believing her poor science and unfounded
claims. Wild stocks were in trouble long before Morton or fish farms. As for
maleman & jonvandam's comment about Krause's disclaimer perhaps if they took
the trouble to check Raincoast's web site which is Morton they would find pretty
much the same disclaimer posted by Alex Morton
Like

Flag

heatherolney 4 days ago in reply to cpelletier
1 person liked this.

The point of Ms. Krause research was to prove Morton is not what she presents herself to be. She is
well paid by American interest groups to discredit the salmon farming industry. I take offense at the
constant racial slurs she and people like you , Maleman, layman etc make against Norwegian
investors. let's remember Morton herself is a foreigner ie. AMERICAN living in Canada who
continually promotes Alaska "wild" salmon. Ms krause took the trouble to track her funding via
Revenue Canada records to show that she is in fact not so interested in saving wild Canadian
salmon as she is in building a bank account with US funding for attempting to put 6000 people out of
work for no reason other than it is PROFITABLE to her personally.
Like

Flag

cpelletier 3 days ago in reply to heatherolney
Where in my comment do I mention Norwegians???????
Like

Flag

mikegerald 4 days ago in reply to heatherolney
Racial slurs against Norweigens offends someone that slurs Americans? Is this woman real?
If Heather would care to justify the number 6,000 when the industry itself claims less than 4,000
employees I might give her some credence.
If Morton isn't who she says she is and that makes her not credible, what does that say about
Krause? Vivian Krause is either a very wealthy researcher or someone undisclosed is financing
her.
Like

Flag

heatherolney 4 days ago in reply to mikegerald
1 person liked this.

Obviously you don't take into consideration all the local businesses that get business from
the aquaculture industry when you consider it's impact on employment. Both directly and
indirectly it employs approximately 6000 people in this province. consider every business
from Cloverdale paint to lord-co and everything in between. Krause admits to being one
http://www.bclocalnews.com/vancouver_island_north/campbellrivermirror/news/90969459.html
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time employed in the industry. Why can't you people just accept that she is an individual
who cares deeply about something she personally has first hand knowledge. As for me
knocking Americans my point is why is an American in Canada knocking Norwegian
investors and referring to them in a tone that implies they have a plague or something ?
My point is she is also a foreigner. And perhaps I dislike SOME Americans as much as
Morton dislikes Norwegians ??
Like

Flag

mikegerald 3 days ago in reply to heatherolney
Peoples jobs always interact with other people's jobs Heather. It's called the
"economy", you might have heard of it?
Why can't YOU people count the number of people employed by the industry in
question without the directly and indirectly BS? If that is your measure just count the
world! China has a lot to do with economy as well Heather.
You can't justify the number 6,000. It is less than 4,000 or in the trillions directly or
indirectly.
Like

Flag

heatherolney 3 days ago in reply to mikegerald
How many people it employs is irrelevent. It is one of the biggest employers in
this area if not the biggest. The tourist industry counts every restaurant meal and
hotel room as tourism if you read their numbers. perhaps you will tell them also
it's called the economy ??
Like

Flag

mikegerald 3 days ago in reply to heatherolney
Actually, on the tourism aspect, you are correct. That is also the economy.
As for your direct and indirect BS, when I buy paint it has nothing to do with
fish farms. Why don't you include anyone who eats?
Like

Flag

heatherolney 3 days ago in reply to mikegerald
maybe when you buy paint it has nothing to do with fish farms but it
does when I buy it because that's where the money comes from to pay
for it.. Truth is Mikegerald without fish farms in this area Campbell
River's economy would really be suffering. lets remember those fish
farm jobs help keep the economy going in this town. When I referred
to local businesses the point I was trying to make is without the 40006000 jobs directly or indirectly how many jobs in local businesses
might disappear because without the fish farms and their employees
business maybe some of those jobs would become redondent.
Like

Flag

mikegerald 2 days ago in reply to heatherolney
So what you're saying is that your money relies on fish farms and
Krause and Morton aren't the issue? Jobs are the issue and the
main point of your argument is that Morton may not always have
valid points? Krause may not either so instead of accusing
anyone who questions MAL's insistence on secrecy of being a
Morton disciple you should just say you need the money.
The original point I made was that Vivian insists she isn't an
aquaculture employee when she has been on the scene for
years. Now she is in Campbell River lobbying for council support.
Her agenda strongly suggests that her claim to not have
monetary interests is highly suspect.
You, at least, have admitted you need the paycheck.
http://www.bclocalnews.com/vancouver_island_north/campbellrivermirror/news/90969459.html
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You, at least, have admitted you need the paycheck.
Is honesty too much to ask in these comments?
Like

Flag

heatherolney 1 day ago in reply to mikegerald
What I'm saying is the economy of Campbell River and yes
myself for that matter rely on fish farming. Remove fish
farming from CR and how many businesses would suffer the
loss ? So for the city council to respond to Krause as poorly
as they did is a joke. They've whined for months over
Catalyst. Maybe they should try and protect what' s left in
the way of employers in the area then. I'll be polite and say
MOST of Morton's points are BS which Krause has proven
she is paid well to promote her lies by foundations funded by
Alaska commercial salmon fishermen. There is a lot in
Morton's personal background that exposes her for the
propaganda queen she really is. Beamish who is a highly
respected Marine Biologist has recently published a paper
that refutes her sea lice claims. I used to be a commercial
salmon fisherman too. And I know first hand that sockeye for
example were in trouble long before Morton showed up here
with her sea lice theory. I personally applaud Krause for her
painstaking research into Morton's funding. Yes Vivian
Krause was once employed by the industry. She claims to
only care about an industry she believes in being so wrongly
condemned and blamed for everything Morton and her ill
informed supporters can throw at it. What's so hard to
believe about that ? I've been accused of being paid for
posting my comments too. Am I paid. hell no, I've just been
screwed out of one source of income already because no
one fought for Commercial fishing and wild stocks 20-30
years ago. I don't intend to sit idley by this time especially
when I see who and what is trying to screw me and the rest
of us out of it. Why do people like Krause and myself
immediately get accused of being paid to fight for something
we believe in ? Is someone paying you and the others on
this blog to speak against it or do you just do it because you
don't like salmon farms and if you don't then you should just
say why not instead of trying to belittle those that do believe
in them.
Like

Flag

mikegerald 12 hours ago in reply to
heatherolney

So you are in it for the money. That is fine and
understandable but when Ms. Krause claims she isn't
getting any financial benefit for all of her work many
people find that dubious and if you can't believe that
part of her story the rest of it becomes doubtful as well.
Krause says Morton is getting huge financial aid and
Krause is working for nothing. I don't believe that!
Like

Flag

heatherolney 12 hours ago in reply to
mikegerald

mikegerald: Believe what you will. I could say
someone is paying you to say what you've said.
Would that make it true just because I don't
believe you said it without compensation ? No it
wouldn't. A lot of the comments regularly made on
Mirror blogs come from the same ill-informed
group of people who do nothing but throw insults
at those that support aquaculture. Yes I rely on
fish farming because my husband is employed in
http://www.bclocalnews.com/vancouver_island_north/campbellrivermirror/news/90969459.html
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fish farming because my husband is employed in
it. That isn't the sole reason I support it though. I
believe it has a place along with wild salmon and I
know from my years as a commercial fisher that I
once believed the lies that Morton peddles
because the fisherman's union said it was so.
Why because fish farming was going to be fierce
competition for commercial fishing. When my
husband sold out in the buy back he turned to
aquaculture for employment because running
boats is what he likes to do. He learned through
his employment that a lot of what we had been
told was bogus and that Morton and those like her
lie about everything from what goes on on the
farms to why things are done the way they are.
Krause has taken the trouble to expose Morton's
true agenda. I get slagged because I point out
she's an American. I do that because she is an
American living in Canada pretending to care
deeply about something ( ie the Broughton and
wild salmon etc.) when the truth is she is well
funded by American sources to peddle her lies
and propaganda. Personally I think it would be
real interesting to see the bottom line on her bank
account. Not to mention she was born with a
silver spoon in her mouth. I have no problem
believing Vivian Krause does what she does
simply because she believes it's the right thing to
do.
Like

Flag

mikegerald 11 hours ago in reply
to heatherolney

Personally, I don't have issues with
aquaculture one way or another, and BTW
Heather, I am retired and live rather
meagerly. What I do care about is honesty
and my opinion is that Ms. Krause lacks
credibility.
She claims to live for three years on $17,500,
child support and the profit from a house she
sold and now travels to CR to address
council on behalf of aquaculture pro bono?
Tell you what Heather, you BS your friends
and I'll BS mine but lets not BS each other!
Like

Flag

heatherolney 10 hours ago in
reply to mikegerald

I'm not bs'ing anyone. I personally
raised two daughters for three years on
my own earning less than $6000.00 a
year, no child support and living in
government housing. Single mothers do
it everyday and they learn to do it well. I
too would have stood up for something I
believed in without compensation.
Flag

Like
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From Twitter via BackType
Campbell River Mirror - Researcher asks council to defend salmon farming industry: http://bit.ly/bfUUKJ via @addthis
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RT @MainstreamCan: Researcher asks council to defend salmon farming industry http://bit.ly/94GG60
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